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It’s been a leisurely month and a week since 
the last FR was mailed out, so I guess it’s 
time to get these stencils finished up, 
print the entire zine and mail out this, the 
fifth issue of FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE...

The 
urgings of ennui make it awfully difficult, 
though. I have this tendency toward inac
tion that gets awfully bad between Halloween 
and Christmas; so bad that any fanac at all 
becomes virtually a chore. I finally fig
ured it out this year.

It’s the cold, you 
see; during that time span, we Georgians 
(remember us, the barefoot, hay-chewing

being an editorial of sorts by Cliff 
and Susan Biggers.

folks who bring you peanuts, peaches and 
Jimmy Carter?) begin to get our first days 
of truly cold weather; you know, ice-on- 
the-grounl twenty-degree type cold. I’m 
not a cold-natured beast; while heat bothers 

.us, coj_a destroys my will, saps my energy and rots my teeth (the last isn’t proven
G°i Susan is even worse off; when the first signs of frost come about, she

ouoj.es ncr tiny little body beneath such a huge mound of blankets, sheets, etc., that 
и trouble realizing she’s in the bed. It’s not uncommon to find her wrapped up 
e.i>au a sheet, two blankets and an electric blanket on high—at eight o’clock in the 

cluing. She gets a lot of reading done at this time, folks...
So why does this

such a lull in our fanzine production? Quite simply, it’s like this; wo live 
J.n a s ucco house, ’’stucco” being a fancy word for plaster over concrete blocks.
“ П0 anauba^on in the walls, astute reader; and no insulation in th о walls

-G^s T0Ur where the mimeograph is, st^ys at the 60° range all winter
January, I’m used to it; but in those early months, I avoid the library

-c. odious y. So oodles of zines get written but none of them got printed! Honest! 
’.X you want to drive by sometimes, I’ll let you read all the stencils.

апУ rate,
, .'G Gnnui will be broken at last; a week ago, we took $20 that I earned by

vising an SaT exam and bought an electric heater. Those things seem to violate
c^. uonSGrv^ of energy in that they suck in enormous amounts of power and

Г1 ':,-пУ amounts of heat; but the heat accumulates, and today, when it was 30° 
was (gasp) 67°. Salvation; now that I can boar to stand in there

\ 10r a fGW hours> perhaps the day of a winter-lull in Biggers-fanac has coma
an ena.

j, TTo , ^ar as personal incidents go, nothing noteworthy has happened since FR
StiH plu^in^ аиаУ as a high-school English teacher and Susan’s

L \ \ playing data-processing student and all’s right with the world. We’ve received 
books sincG the last FR, some of which arc reviewed in this FR; we’ve 

л"? Up f0urth to™ as °® of ths aPa and aro bogiHHiHg the .fifth
копе iinai; term for usn
USxN’S FEW LINES: Ikeep getting cheated; I was supposed to get an entire page and 

°&!ne th& Etencil and 1 raised, to my Sin 
as page too many of reviews and my editoriaFpage, being
of ifsfnht^ cancelled. So I wait until FR #6 to relate thf

caused by miscounting yo™ faaziaa's LoCs in it, or the troubles
Those things haooen T’m , d living space for one too many in the fan- 

rogularity. J PP л I m airaid; and around here, they happen with too much

of Ustlr,S3 аг. ШИ arc! лмла. Hottse

that we 
written

had

ouoj.es


THE "EARLY’ umtiES FROx'i DOUBLEDaY
THE EARLY ASL1OV (Isaac Asimov — £10) EARLY DEL REY (Lester del Rey — $7.9^) 
THE EARLY ^LLWISOIJ (Jack Williamson — ^.9^) THE EaRLY LONG (Frank Belknap 

\ Long — $7-95)

Every now and then, a publisher comes up with an idea that strikes me as being 
so inspired, so brilliant in concept that I can only wonder how in the world it was 
uni nought of for such a long time. Doubleday has come up with just such an idea with 
the ’Early” series; a collection of the earliest fiction by four of Sr/fantasy’s finest 
authors, liberally spiced with anecdotes, memories and nostalgia chunks of the past 
connibuted by the authors themselves.

The "Early” series began in 1972 with the publication of a hefty collection of 
.Isaac Asimov’s earliest published fiction; but for the Asimov fans, the fiction was 
of .unondary importance to the autobiographical material scattered between the stories. 
A r , :r- has proven himself to be a remarkably talented writer of nonfiction, and this 
boo:: with its heavy Asimovian flavor and its sweeping-strokes portrait of John W, 
Campboll done in words by Asimov, one of Campbell’s three great talents of the 19h-0s 
aSIDHRDIHG era, is a treasure trove for the fan interested in getting a true purspec- 
ti' о on the pulp era. The fiction runs the gamut from awkwardly embarassing ("The 
'iallistan Menace" and "Half Breed"—as well as its sequel—are extremely poor Asimov, 
and of minor importance) to the remarkably impressive ("Tronds" and "The Little Man 
On the Subway” aro polishod, professional pieces, the two most impressive of the vol- 
u^e).

THE E;sRLY ASImOV is a valuable book, one that deserves a place on any SF fan’s 
bookshelf; but I had assumed it to be an oddity, a one-of-a-kind book published just 
to get Asimov’s early fiction (and autobiographical notes) into print,

I was quite wrong—although the throe-year gap between THE EARLY ASIMOV and EaRLY 
DEL REY seems to indicate that the series actually gr^w from the popularity of the 
first volume, rather than being a master plan.



The next in tho series of collected early works by various authors is EaRLY DEL 
EEY. Prior to the time I read this book, I had considered del Ray one of the minor 
science fiction authors, one of little merit and interest.. I realize aw wro g . 
opinion of this fine author was shortly after I started this book.

Included in EaRLY DEL REY arc twenty-four stories ranging from his first published 
story in 1933 to 1951. These twenty-four stories give the reader a fascinating in
sight into the very talented Lester del Rcy and what he can do with wor s. iy a 
ite was the last story in the book, ’’Wind Between tho Worlds,” an interesting extrapo
lation on what can go wrong when matter transmitters arc used. Another s ^У - 
thought really enjoyable was ’’Anything,” a simple fun-type of story in wnc e ^7 
”what ifs” tho existence of the Little People in today’s world and what sort oi recep
tion they might got. Howovor, stories which wore not as impressive were c main y. 
technical, hard-science type of story, such as "Habit,” which is about a 1 oc ° 
through tho solar system—sort of a cosmic Indianapolis ^00 and ”Thc u a-s oo own 
in which two mon who have been lifelong rivals engage in a rather lengt у no-no s 
barrod race to develop a now rocket fuel. Looking back from a safe distance о J 
odd years, such stories seem obviously dated; if technical details arc overlooks , 
though, del Roy’s powerful, entertaining writing style is present in oven t e wea es 
talcs.

The thing that made EaRLY DEL REY a special delight to read was the introductions 
and the afterwords to each story. Besides giving you invaluable infonnation a ou 
the actual writing of each story and insight into the author himself, those prefaces 
give rare glimpses into the character of tho greatest SF editor of all, John • 
bell, Jr. I highly recommend EaRLY DEL REY to all science fiction readers; you will. 
find tho introductions fully as interesting—if not more so—as the stories them
selves. But bo warned: this is a very inspirational book and if you have any loaning 
at all towaros writing, you just might find yourself attempting some stories after 
roading how del Roy hirasolf did it.

The third book in tho series is undoubtedly tho weakest one; THE aaRLY WILuI/uiSON 
sufiers both from the extreme shortness of the collection (when compared with the 
first two, it seems remarkably slim) and from Williamson’s weakness in the writing of 
introductory and afterword material. No djubt about it, Jack Williamson is one of. 
the most underrated talents still writing, and ho most assuredly deserved a place in 
Inis series; but obviously Williamson feels dwarfed by Asimov in the introductory- 
material area (Asimov is a hard man to follow, I’ll admit), and as a result ho writes 
with the feeling that he’s holding back on the reader.

Williamson’s collection, like the collection of FBLong material that followed it, 
camo from a somewhat earlier period; in Williamson’s case, his material all orncs 
from the 1928-1933 timospan, and therefore fills in acnlimpbrtant gap in the series; 
it gives us first-hand memories of that early, pro-CampbeIlian ora of romantic SF. 
Fiction-wise, ”Thc Do эт From Planet h” and ”The Plutonian Terror” are the finest 
stories in tho volume, showing Williamson’s rich, lush use of language in combination 
with a typically-Williamson system of loan, direct plot development.

The biggest disappointment with THE EaRLY WILLIaGSON is that it seems to present 
all too little of the work of one of SF’s luminaries; at a more 199 pages, this vol
ume is overshadowed by tho others in the series.

The most recent—and unfortunately, probably the final—volume in tho series is 
JAE EaRLY LONG, a collection of SF and weird fiction by an author who has.been greatly 
overlooked in recent years—Frank Belknap Long. In the midst of all the interest do- 
voted fa Leng’s memories of HPLovecraft, too many people have managed te overlook his 
talent as a writer. And more than anything else, Frank Belknap Long is most assuredly 
a talented author; words flow so naturally in his collection; both in the non-fiction 
and fiction segments, that £ong comes close to recreating the feel of an oral tolling 
of his material—you can imagine that you’ve talked with the man rather than having 
road words set in hard type -and printed on ofi-white paper. He makes everything he



■writes of come alive
time is for me, a rare delight.,

and the opportunity to read some of those stories for the first

I suspect that much attention will bo given to this book because of its discussions 
of Howard Phillips Lovecraft} and I feel sure that Long will do very little complain
ing, since that makes this the perfect teaser for his upcoming Arkham House volume, 
HPL: DREHER ON THE NIGHT SIDE. But it’s time that people outside of the Lovecraftian- 
weird-fiction realm realized the man’s talent as a story-teller, and this volume offers 
the perfect opportunity to acquaint y-ousalf with his work.

THE EiiRLY LONG covers a large span—twenty years, from 192Ц to 19йй—and presents 
saventten of Long’s stories, most of which wore originally published in WEIRn TALES 
or UNiCNOWN WORLDS. The WT stories arc impressive and horrifying, but the finest 
tale in the book, ’’Dark Vision,” is the first of a number of stories Long did for 
UNidtoWN WORLDS—and all the later stories came very near the quality level Long sot 
with ’’Dark Vision,” For the WT fan, the excellent "Hounds of Tindalos” is included, 
as well; and these two stories should assure Long a place in any listing of oustanding 
authors in the field,

THE EARLY LONG is a valuable book, an asset to any library; for, like EARLY DEL 
REY, it serves to bring into focus the talent of an underrated author.

And the "Early” scries is one four-volume set that all collectors should own; the 
latter two volumes arc not available in Book Club editions as the first two are, but 
arc worth the cost of acquiring. The return in entertainment and insight into the 
early period of SF writing will be well worth the cash outlay, I assure you.

•—Susan Bigger s

| LATE NOTE: As we were finishing up 
I these stencils for FUTURE RETRO- 
' SRECTIVE we received notice 

uhat there will be at least one 
more book in the ’’Early” series— 
THE EARLY POHL is scheduled for 
February release from Doubleday, 
at $6.95.

LETTER FROM GENE WOLFE (10-13-75):
"I hope you’ll publish this so Mike 

Bishop will know how much pleasure it gave 
me to road his review of PEACE. Toll him 
it’s sot in 10 pt. Bookman.

”It’s always nice to get FR—that makes 
it sound as old as Yandro, so I suppose it 
means you’re established, mentally, with mo. 
Your retrospective section is full of good 
news—still, I’d think twice about running 
a lot of short reviews. Short reviews, and 
plot summary, are the vermin of reviewing.

CLIFF COMMENTS: The news that we’re estab
lished in your mind is quite 

good indeed; now, if a few other people wouL' 
accept the fact that we intend to bo around 
for a while and would review a copy of this 
fanzine, fergoshsakes, I’d be even happier 1

And your comments concerning short reviews 
seem to be indicative of the feelings of all 
who to ;k the time to answer the query. I 
tend to think the space given to them could 
be bettor used with one or two longer reviews 
so that’s what we intend to do. The biggest 
nagging worry, though, is that wo’re not re
viewing as much as we’d like to; but the 
limitations of space make it impossible to 
squoese any more reviews in any one issue 
without resorting to those "mini-reviews," 
so'we lose either way. *sigh*



'RAX. Michael G. Coney. (DAW UH2O5 — &1,2£) Page Seven

I suppose whether or not someone likes a book depends on how well that someone is 
able to identify with the main character. I, personally, wTas unable to identify 
with the major character in Michael Coney's latest novel, RAX. Alika-Drove, a boy 
of undisclosed age, presumably just entering adolescence, discovers love and loses 
his innocence toward the true facts of life—and I don't mean sexual facts.. Actua y, 
the phrase that comes most often to mind while ruminating on RAX is "Heinlein 
juvenile". All the requisites are there: bright, precocious youngster, who thinks 
he's smarter than the adults, and frequently proves this to be ^rue, and his sub
sequent growth into adulthood through various maturing situations, so that by the 
end of -the book he is gin te a different person emotionally than when tne novel began. 
Needless to say, RAX turns out to be a study in the character development of a young 
boy just entering puberty, with very little science fiction at all.
Coney's secondary character, Pallahaxi-Browneyes, shows even less development; she's 
a shallow, shy Inttle thing, always afraid of losing Drove to another girl, and in 
her desperation to keep him she offers the supposed ultimate in the feminine bag of 
'riles—her virginity. Afterwards, as they walk through the town, everyone they met 
was able to tell what had happened simply by the womanly glow radiating from Brown— 
eyes. Once again, one wonders whether the author really believes these myths or is 
using them purely for expediency. The character of Ribbon, Browneyes' girlfriend, 
and rival for Drove, was much more interesting: something of a tomboy, loud and in
sulting, possessing much more depth than Browneyes. For a while one almost thinks 
that Ribbon and Drove will form a relationship, but such is not to be.
Actually, there is very little alien culture in RAX. Coney, who has always impressed 
me with his unique social concepts and ability to create truly different civiliza- 
vu^ns, gives us only a tantai izing tidbit of his talent. Without the ice-goblins, 
predators who live in bodies of water and catch their meals by freezing the water 
around the unsuspecting prey, the grume, a thick water condition caused by evapora
tion, and the lorin this could very well by Earth. Coney is very Irustrating be- 
«' au^e he tells the reader just enough about the lorin to make him expect a full ex
planation is forthcoming5 it never is. The lorins' uncanny ability to senso ■whenever 
a P' rson is in trouble and come to their rescue is never explained; perhaps Coney 
intended for us to use our imaginations as to their origins and purposes. If Coney 
’ad spent more time developing the idea of the lorin— as the original inhabitants of 

bhe planet, for instance—instead of on Drove's character development, RaX would have 
been at least a rival to MIRROR IMAGE, if not bettor. If you're a Coney fan, buy and 
_cad RAX; you'll probably enjoy .it, as I did, but finish it wishing for a little 
something more than what he gave, __Susan Biggers
XiE HOOK SERIES — Tully Zetford (Pinnacle Bocks — $lc2^ @)

vk - WHIRLPOOL OF STARS (P22O526) yi - TEE BOOSTED’MAN’ (F22C63O) #3- STAR CITY (F22O712.)

These are the first three books written by Zetford, a Britisher, as an answer to 
rorry Rhodan—at least it appears that way to me. But there is a difference—Hook is 

much more likeable and readable character.

-P’” bime is the 10, OOOth centurv» Eax-th dating, and Earth is only one planet among 
■ ’o uyriad planets and lire forms. Hook is equally at home on Earth, a starship, or 
o’. ptanoL. There is one exception: Hook is a loner—he belongs to no Econorg
’.no. doesn't carry a credit card embedded in his wrist. His card was removed when he 

vuj -licked for the Boosted or Powerman Project. In the Project his muscles and bones 
» given a metallic base rather than carbon and implants in his brain also gave

on. Obher powers—'but only when he's around a true Boosted man—you see, he never 
! a: ._>nbd the training.

к #1 starts with an engine failure on a starship causing the passengers to be put 
b lifeboats—with the only planet around not recognizing many of the Econorgs—

■hM, Interstellar Travel Tnc., etc. Hook goes through plenty: he starts out broke, 



then helps stop Econorg robbery and finishes by b ng handsomely rewarded.

In thd second book Hook ends up on a planet run 'the Boosted Men for their own 
nefarious purposes. Hook helps to free the inha~: cants who have been brainwashed 
into believing that the current state of affairs xs paradise.
The third book tells about Hook and three others who have stolen fifty kilos of 
micro-rec or dings and arc going to sell them. The three plan to kill Hook, but natn- 
rally they fail, lose their ship and money and fall victim to Hook’s heroics.
Ths/e books are heavy on fiction, light on science and leave certain aspects of 
Hoo:-?s powers and other things to the reader’s imagination. If you’re looking for 
serious science fiction, the Hook series are not the ones to try to find it in.
But for some solid, light science fiction reading. Hook is the one.

—Barry Hunter
UTTER FROM MIKE BISHOP (11-11-?£):

Today is, or used to be (until the government decided to give its employees a num
ber of three-day weekends and rearranged the calendar). Veterans* Day• It is also

Dostoevsky*s birthday. Tomorrow is my birthday, and I will be thirty, Toe 
'^position of these facts is not meant to impCjr anything, except perhaps contrast 

my own bemused sense of having accomplished far less at this advanced age than. I 
had been sure I would ton years ago as a self-styled and probably snotty-nosed ‘^artist 
X)i the making.” Now I can only sigh. As a friend of mine will no doubt tell me in 
one day’s time, “When Keats was your age. Bishop, he’d been dead four years»..’1.

I just wish my cosmic critic had

A novella—THE SAMURAI AND THE WILLOWS—is schedule for the February issue of F&SF, 
wb? ?h should be out at the end of December. Recently proofed the galleys for the 
^10 ■; novel AND STRANGE AT ECBATA.N THE TREES, which will be out from Harper and Row 

.‘n March. Hase a signed contract with Harper and Row for another novel, STOLEN FACES, 
nose date of publication is something I can’t even guess at now. Another long rove! 

is out to this same publisher, but my agent tells me its length is probably prohib
itive, and since the alien characters in the book are from the double-star system of 
>1 ygnus which went nova (no kidding, this is the truth) in August of this year (rr 
гат-her some eleven-odd years ago, the stars’ distance from us being H-,1 light-years) 
j -л. beginning to think that the universe is trying to tell me something and that this 
particular novel was nover meant to see printe 
^hr.'sen a more subtle method of revealing the 
novel’s demerits» This is one of the impon
derables, and unpredictables of writing science 
fiction that deserves own more attention 
than it’s received, and it;s very very 
tempting to say ’(-to hell with this head- 
against-the-wal 1 business” and start writ;ng 
stories exclusively about human being, who 
re'ally deserve more of our attention aryway. 
A funny category, science fiction...”

.;.'S4.N COMMENTS: With the impressiveness of 
ycur first novel, I eagerly 

^ait the arrival of your second. And the 
tecc that it’s a hardcover publication makes 
' о particularly nice.

Your point abonv science/ 
often spoiling SF is weii^ade; I wonder how 
• •ary other author-° nave run into this problem? 
X recall Asimov and Pohl and Niven talking 
aubut how scientific discoveries made earlier 
stories implausible, but it rarely happens 
•hat the novel becomes implausible before 

publication.



KILLERBOWL. Gary К» Wolf (Doubleday — ^5.95)

With the popularity of Norman Jewison’s production of ROLLERBALL, there’s a real 
tendency to compare this book to the series of iiichael Harrison s oriQs hook first 
the basis for that movie. I even made that superficial observation when the book firо 
arrived; the emphasis on violent sports is similar, the blood-and-guts games of Jie 
future seem to derive from the same unquenching tliirst for death and mutilation, 
the motivation of the protagonists—trying to clean up their respective sports and 
prove themselves simultaneously—is likewise similar. But Wolf s boo T a gu * 
before the movie proved itself so extremely popular, and at very nearly the same Ъьи 
Harrison began his series of stories—and little things like that ma e • nese sinp 
«copying-a—popular-movie” accusations a bit too weak to take serious y.

On its own, KILLERBOWL is an excellently done book; the violence is a satirical 
extension of today’s game of football, with the primary differences being (a ne game 
is now played on the streets instead of on a field, and (b) weapons are a ewe .
By setting the book a mere 3$ years in the future, olf would be making his novel a 
weak one if he was trying for accuracy in his predictions; but he’s not pre c ing a 
all. Wolf isn’t saying, «this is how it will be in 2010;” instead, he s giving us a 
modern parable of man’s obsession with violence. Of course he doesn t believe ,le 
game will evolve so greatly in 3^ years—and all those who find this a etrimen о 
the book should reread it, looking at what he’s saying about man s innate tendency to
wards violence and murder, not as a sports-prophecy.

T.K. Wann, profes. ional street-football player, is getting a little old; no on у 
that, but his primary adversary, Harv h’atision, is younger, faster and much more 00 
thirsty than rlann. This alone would make a weak, ROmLERBALI/-type story; .but when 
Mann discovers that the networks have been using illegal methods to deter mine t e . 
winners of the games in advance, Mann takes it on himself to avenge the deaths of nis 
teammates—men who had been chosen to die before the game was ever played. Tne empna* 
sis is on violent action, presented in a cinematic, constant]y^shiiuing style;.but 
Wolf handles it well, using his language quite competently to tell the story without 
losing the reader in endless details

All in all, this is an enjoyable book, well worth the cost and the time to read it; 
Wolf hasn’t produced anything that you’Ll consider for an award next year, but he’s 
turned out a book that should be a big seller for Doubleday, and rightfully so; more 
than anything else, it entertains the reader.

NAi-lELESS PLACES. Gerald W. Page, editor. (Arkham House — &7*5O)

Jer^ Page has proven himself as an editor with the outstanding early issues of 
COVEN 13 (later WITCHCRAFT aND SORCERY), which presented well-done fantasy/houror 
stories by proven authors and newcomers. With this anthology, finally out from Arkham 
after numerous delays, he proves himself as a logical successor to August Derleth in 
the original anthology line for Arkham.

NAMELESS PLACES is not merely a horror anthology—and while this may disappoint 
many readers, I find it gid te refreshing. There is a mixture of horror, fantasy, 
science fiction and humor in the book, and every bit of it is well-done. Even Lin 
Carter, who has yet to iroduce a macabre story I found tolerable, hit it lucky with 
this book—his two stories were still quite poor, mind you, but not as poor as his 
prior work (including those «posthumous collaborations” with C^A.» Smith, for which he 
-iould be drawn and quartered). The highlights of the book are the stories «Dark 
Vintage” by Joe Pumilia (a medical vampire tale quite different from Matheson’s 
I aM LEGEND), “The Gods of Earth” by Gary l^rers (a moody, introspective tale of ancien 
gods who long to escape our planet—and their/its contact with an unsuspecting human) 
and ^drldoong” by Gerry Page himself (a science fiction short reminiscent of Tubb’s 
Dumarest series in a superficial way, but much more somber and rawing in its presenta
tion). There are no real low points^ .though; Page has taken tlie time to put together



a truly impressive volume, and one quite deserving of the prestigious ArkhamHouse 
colophon. And for the $7.50 price tag, the 27? pages are extremely 
anthology offers twenty-three authors, presenting some of their f 
it makes a wonderful evening's reading. As a final note, the Tim Kir
set the mood perfectly; Kirk’s gothic art belongs with Ar arn'„„Cliff Biggers

LETTER FROM PIERS ANTHONY:
(11-13-75) "Which reminds me: we have a character named due j-n C®SEOF THE NInJA, 

martial arts novel number 6 now-in-progress, that we expect to a £ . real 
soon’s we get the sample section in to the editor. on ge ppP^re^real but she’s 
person, because most of the characters in this particu ar \ha+ is one from 
not this Susan. I want to make that'clear, because the real-that
whom the character is modeled—bears a certain resem ance • . mistress of the
and I’d hate to have you get the wrong idea. She is Jason
moment, see. Naturally there are sex scenes. Normally, arQ in with their
my fiction but this is a special situation, and all re _ of past, so he
express permission. You see, Striker is amnesiac, as no m encount-
has to learn judo all over again, so he becomes a student at V Judo
ers my classmates. Most of his judo experiences there actually g one as ’he 
everyone knows this, so Iw ant it quite clear t la usan ж • . look__
will instantly verify...Susan? Tell him you're not...Susan, tell him...now look

(oOoj A likely story—I know all about the rendezvous in Ocala... )o0o) 
fanzine and check the margins whore anything interests 
fit’s not that jseviows aren t interesting, 1 ^h to remark on) by the review of uhel'uek Zncyclope- 
'Meh of fjuxstr alien, because you ол-п t u.j.1 w». a

volume of three- does that mean it goes from A
— —- — - — . , , , • • j. л-ч iOi»A throv-^h 1955■ in wnich case

out a. гхжй
editor htils from., You have not done a review here, you've done a gnshwow oi UtX

”1 normally buzz through a 
me. Only one check this time
there usually isn't anything mi 
dia of SF and F—and this is a cha
in it. I mean

ible it

value to your readers« For shame1

м w»i “i-
9 ‘ lince the bibliography is only complete

listed, including one of your col- 
out the oversight. l)oUo)

phy (not magazine pub 
JACOB, PIERS ANTHONY DILL INGHAM—but s 

your novels arethrough 1968, only four of 
labcrations with Mavgroff pc

«So how would I hani 
have the present energ 
completing CLUSTER, 10 
an informal one? and t

rone ? ? A31 rigb t—I d on ’ t 
ering from the effort of- 
t of three) so will buzz out

■or. to send a copy of the ?.ssue to the editor so he knows

what I snide
’•As yom may 

•,.n I960 whan I 
siis'Li—-undex’ a

know, X have a str 
bought a book new 
d fferci? t ti11 a -

is GiSLOverec

zing. starting back 
,dy had it on my 
all to pieces, and I

ii ad 
one

become my ’ SCIENCE
jO a dozen reviews lich-jc .

on

о id-

•-.and titles with 
.« a listing of 
collector with 
bought it; ifthe reviewers, alternate uitie s, c-. u-o.

a handy reference that would enable hi.»?
the new title offered no hint, he could „

111 by Vonnegut on sale in paperback, and check it

bbek before he
look up seme ‘ the reviews listod—his osn

•and see how familiar it lookedt



out only to discover th? g it was merely a retitli ng of £^a^er_Piano already on his 
shelf. So he could spare himself aggravation of o... dication. , .

’•But after several hundred hours of my own offer a, and much Kindly indexing 
assistance by fans like Buck Coulson, Ed Meskys, Dick Tiedman and 
way to get it into print. I had a column on the subject in the fanzine 
some years back, and another fan, Phyrne Bacon, decided to do something a ou g 
it updated and into print, and this eventually led to an arrangement wi •

. We assigned the rights to him, and he was touniversity in Texasassociated with a
at last.publish the index at last. . «

‘This vear his index is out from GALE, costing with no credits о а^У v . i _ j_ __ ^4 >4 4-ln<a + no nari
whc did the workL. did Startled, I investigated. Hall phoned me to explain that he had
sei aside my index and compiled a similar one of his own, and that was the one ne. 
published. He sent me a copy of his annual update, and I bought a copy of the main 
index from GALE. He acknowledged that the existence of our review index showed him 
bhao there was interest in such a thing, but the publisher wanted othei materia о 
be included, so it was easier to start over from scratch. I can verify from my own 
indexing experience that this is true; if you wish, for example, to add the page 
numbers of the issues of the magazines in which given reviews appear, and your^ 
existing index does not give them, you have to look up every entry all over again an 
might as well start from scratch. It would be no more work to do your own inoex, 
than to adapt the existing one. And if it is all your own, you have control, 
is important. So it made sense for him, and there is no legal reason why he snou 
not have done this. Whether there is an ethical issue when many hundreds of,hours о 
another person’s time are discarded without so much as an acknowledgment, no b.aat you 
can use his basic notion—I’m too close to the situation to say• But as I always 
try to do, I’m making clear my own connection to the existing index, beca.u-- ■■ 
opinion may be colored by a certain underlying frustration. Sure as hell, Lx 1 ever 
do anything remotely similar, I’ll either sell it or publish it mysell, and 
trusu to any fannish help; my time is about the most precious thing I have and I 
don’t like wasting it, or having it wasted for me. Chalk this one up to experience.

■’So what do I have for my $ldLoO? First, I have to say (and I believe this is 
ob; Kstive), Hal Hall’s SCIENCE FICTION BOOK REVIEW INDEX, 1923-1973, is grotesquely 
overpriced, Hy index could have covered a similar territory at one tenth the price; 
I"xl document that in a moment. The published index is intended for libraries, not 
fans, however; it is a fine big hardbound book, well printed, durable, well laid 
out—if what you want is a good looking reference, this is certainly it. Our fan- 
nls’i publication would hardly have matched this format. And, unfortunately, -or a 
reference of limited interest in hardcover, such prices do have to be charged, lest 
the publisher go broke. You have to recoup your expenses from a few hundred sales, 
ra^ her than a few thousands or tens of thousands. So the pricing is necessary; I 
should qualify my statement to clarify that for the individual fan or reader it is 
overpriced,

’’What does it cover? A lot. We had picked up only the SF magazines and similar; 
thjз has all of them—and more complete than we could manage—plus a number of re
view fanzines, fringe magazines, and mainstream publications. It still managed to 
maps some, and because of an apparent difference in attitude it missed some good 
material in the ones it did index, but as I well know, the job was so huge that ev- 
ur;bhing can’t be picked up. I think my policy of actually reading the reviews I 
licted led to a number of fringe benefits, but I can’t wish that on other compilers. 
So much fanzine column material going into depth on SF books--such as my own in OF 
rFVIEW and elsewhere—was missed, while I believe a number of minor mentions of lit- 

ase to the reader were included. Our index differentiated; this does not. This 
ajoo provides no clarifying information on title changes; my example of Utopia llr 
xs not listed here. Or another example: I had occasion to remark on Sturgeon to 
':u- _cna recently, and said I thought he’d done a dozen or so novels. Then I won
dered whether I was right, so I looked him up in Hall’s Index—and found 22 books 
listed. Oh-oh—had I missed by that much? But when I looked at the actual entries 
I recognized sev«ral as s-toi’y colleo-tians. like Caviar. This book gives no hint 



whether a given title i? a novel, a collection, an anthology or even nonfiction; you 
have to guess. And for Sturgeon it lists WITnCUj' > iRCERY and NOT WITHOUT SORCERY as 
two separate books; as I understand it, the latter was an excerpt from the xiro , 
rather than a whole new book. Thus, for me, the usefulness of the Haxl index 13 
diminished; I have to go back to my own to get the sort of information I want, while 
on the other hand I see no need for the listing of magazine page numbers. The maga
zine’s table of contents will show you where the review section is quickly enough.

’So evidently this is what the publisher wanted—page numbers instead of novel- 
col lection—anthology distinctions or title changes. Yet each index compiler mus 
do Lhe job the way he and his publisher think best. I feel it makes Hall’s in ex 
see., to offer more while actually offering less usable material—but I am, as noted, 
bia ’.ed. For those who want the sort of thing he has done, I have to say it is an 
excellent job; you will not find a more thorough listing of reviews of SF books, im 
sure. And it has one overwhelming advantage of the one I compiled: it is in prim 
ano. available. Since my purpose was to make such a listing available, I can^ e 
satisfied that now the job has been done, and I hope fans will go to their libraries 
and use this Index, It is thorough, it is current, and apart from the quiboles 1 
no bed, it is accurate. If you are a magazine collector, or have access to a co., ec— 
tion, you can readily locate the reviews of the book you might consider buying or 
yourself or as a gift, aid thus can act on information instead of the publisher s 
misleading blurbs. I recommend it. .

’’Correction on one impression: I said above that I suspected a number o± minor 
mentions of little use to the reader had been included—but in checking the Stuigeon 
entries against those in my own index, which latter does differentiate between _ul L 
reviews and mentions, I Saw that none of the ’‘mentions1’ were listed in Ildl-s Index, 
So presumably the reviews listed are all full ones. It can be hard to knoo i-e to 
draw tiie line, of course; I remember that some Boucher ’’mentions” weremore relevant 
than some Conklin full reviews. But Boucher was an exceptional man. ^Original 
editor of F & SF, in case the name is not familiar.) .

’’Okay—there * s your informal comment, done in my fashion. You will now have^a 
center of controversy in yeer fanzine; a turbulent cloud of controversy always fol
low me about lika an evil spirit, messing up my innocuous comments.

’’Back to your letter: LASER has only one book of mine; I have been over-extended 
with other contracts and have had to turn down the notion of any more work for LAm'R 
th I ‘ year. Probably my syntax confused you; I was talking about several novels, but 
on'у one of them was for Elwood. The CLUSTER series that he rejected is being pub
lished by AVON. I have no idea when that one, BUT WHAT OF EARTH?, will be publnshea; 
lasй I hear£, Buck Coulson was going to revise it. I will be interested to see what 
develops; very seldom do I discover editorial or other revision of my books to im— 
pic’re them, but Elwood seems to be concerned that every detail be right, and we’ll 
see, I have a double standard on my novels: if it is an important one, such as 
MACROSCOPE, I am very sensitive to any interference in the text; but if it is an 
average one, like BUT WHAT OF EARTH?, I give the editor as much rope as he wants. 
Thi i- slowly and sometimes painfully, I ascertain where my future important work 
should go.”

i&UjS. Stephen Goldin. (Laser 72002 — 9^^)

Iho first release from Laser, SEEDS OF CHANGE, has nearly proven disastrous for 
xSem in the review-field; the book wasn’t all-bad, but it was so humdrum and unin- 
wj? ad that most readers have assumed that the trend has been set. Those who judged 
Ljo ₽n-cire line by that first book should judge again—and this time, start with a 
book that shows a little more talent, care and imagination; such a title would be 

which is undoubtedly the finest of their first six numbered releases.

Stephen Goldin is a competent author, a craftsman who knows what he’s doing. He 
has no aspirations above telling a good story and holding his reader; and HERDS does 
a good job on both fronts. Story-wise, the book grips you from the very beginning; 



it operates primarily as a murder my=te?.y, but m ystery is well-done. The aliens 
in HERDS, however, area' 5 quits so gim ppiag; in iact;. for +he mu.ou part, the entire 
alien sub-plot corid be. lemc-Vj- without wsehinin- tiie book an awfui lot (so long as 
another unknown witness ’■•аз adcedh, Perhaps it 13 here that Goj.din comes closest о 
failing; while the bookworks well with Gjm*, the alien esper, it would work equal
ly well without him0 In this respect* the entire book becomes reminiscent of the ads 
GALAXY- ran on its covers in the early >0s; one page ads, they were divided into two 
columns. One column told a typical formula-western, the other column.altered that 
formula—western into a space-opera. Goldin has done the same alteration with a mur- 
der mystery; however, the book entertains well enough that the reader.has little^ ten
dency to complain. Laser seems to be putting the emphasis on entertainment, ratner 
than serious literary efforts. In the realm of entertainment, Goldin does a capao_.e. 
job, bringing back memories of John W. Campbell’s ANALOG of the early 60s, replete wit. 
serials much like this novel.

The most grating problem Goldin has is characterization; We&key ana Stella Stone
ham, the villain and vidtim, come across as cardboard as a shoe-box and with hall the 
depths Goldin seems to have put every effort forth to create a mid-50s macho male, 
and the character seems quite out of place in a more modern oook. But I’ve heard that 
Elwood has encouraged his writers to produce semi-macho SF, oriented towards the 
’’adventurous male,0 so perhaps the blame shouldn’t lie too heavily on Goldin. None- 
tneless, he makes up for it later on, and once the sheriff enters the novel the plot 
overtakes the characterisation ".n prime emphasis^

This book seems to ueJin: th norm that Laser is searching for; low-key, entertain- 
п.rig SF, the light-re ас in*’ sort that, seems to have become secondary in today’s publish
ing market. If that’s t^e kinn n’■ fiction you’ve been missing, try this one.

c b
ILLUMINATUS TRILOGY: fl) ITE EYE THE PYRAMID (#4688 - $>1-20) all available

Robert Shea and (Ц) THE GOLDEN APPLE (#4691 - $1.^0) from Dell Books
Hebert Anton Wilson (til) LEVIATHAN (#4742 - $1.^0)

?.?e-roloase publicity on this trilogy was quite heavy, and as a result I eagerly 
awaited the arrival of the first of the books. The Illuminatus Trilogy will not be 

■. . ^embovod as classic SF, but it will no doubt be the source of much controversy in 
fat.: Ines for the next year or so; it’s that kind of book/series.

i ae 111 nmi in i ns ИН Т осу is a gigmitdc force, folks; the trilogy begins with that 
deadpan feel that trios to hard bo remain serious that you immediately suspect it, 
The premise of the book centers on the Illuminatus, an ancient, shrouded-in-mystery 
organization that, it is claimed, is responsible for assassinations, political up- 
neavals, economic lises and falls, and social trends® The Illuminatus seems to have 
Loen involved in a mysterious bombing, and Saul Goodman, a police detective, is called 
?n :o investigate-; Saul offers the central focus for the trilogy, although characters 
Jump in and fade out so quickly that the reader is pulled into a thousand little whirl- 
poc?s that whirl him in circles and then release him in exactly the same spot he be
gan-. Plotstrings begin and end nowhere, seemingly cast off or forgotten for the re
mainder of the novel. Fact and fiction is mixed liberally in the book, with quotes

cv such opposing sources as PLAYBOY and the NECRONOrilCON appearing on opposing pages. 
>ww: aft himself makes an appearance in the trilogy, and countless references are

’--o I.io woi-кя, Assassins are revealed, then discarded; dead men prove to be quite

i •/s a chaotic novel, a tremendous farce; it finally reaches its apex when, in the 
< l.rd volume, one of the characters decides they are all characters in a book. It

bs the reader, pulls him into the mire of subplots and refuses to let go.
die first volume of the long novel is fairly tame; while it hints at the confusion 

•‘be. о follows, it never gives the reader a liberal dose of it. As you progress through
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caries, 
esoteric

though, references become more and more

scattered
plotstrings become more liberally 
and characters dance in and out at

a confusing pace. By the third volume, the 
gimmick has gotten old, the storyline has be
come stalo, and Shea and Wilson fail to deliver 
the climax that had boon foreshadowed in the first 
two books. This is the most disappointing of all; 
not that the authors tried to pull off such a 
difficult task, but that they seemingly lost 
interest in the final volume and gave the 
reader a mockery of a trilogy instead of a 
true conclusion.

Shea and Wilson offer numerous reviews of 
the book within its pages; if you find one that 
you feel inclined to agree with, feel free, 1’1 
refrain from quotihg any of them, because ths neg
ative reviews seem to be included merely to ofis-jt 
any negative reaction the series might receive; it 
as if the authors are saying, "wo knew you wouldn’t 
understand what we were doing, so here’s a pro-com- 
posed review to use, rather than admit your lack of
insight.” And that’s the way the trilogy ends; it 
mocks the reader, contemptuously showing its (and .
the authors’) unconcern for reader satisfaction, It is_ a bad tri ogy in 

disappointment of all is that it presents tne first seg- 
Shea and Wilson lack either the talent or determination 
entire scries should definitely be passed up.__$

a h>rrid one—but the worst 
ment to a good trilogy that 
to deliver. At GU»5O, this

THE WIND’S TWELVE QUARTERS. Ursula K. LeGuin. (Harper and Row - 8.9^)
Ji,

Of all the writers of SF to emerge in the 1960s, not one is more important 
today than Ursula Le Guin. Among other things, she is the first author in the field 
to win both the Hugo and the Nebula for the same novel twice; as a testimony to nor 
talent, this speaks well of what a reader can expect from Le Guin.

THE WIND’S TWELVE^ QUARTERS is her first collection of short fiction, ano as Such 
it spans the time from her first SF to the recent award-winning short s ory, ne ay
Before the Revolution.” Twelve years of fiction, each with its own introduction 
written especially for this volume, are presented; the true testimony to her taJen , 
though, is that ’’Semley’s Necklace” or ’’April in Paris” stand up as well today as 
they did twelve years ago, when they were the product of a new, unknown author, as^ 
an aid to the reader, the stories in this book are presented roughly in the order Ox 
creation, so you can follow the development of the Le Guin style to its present form.

This volume is long overdue; Harper and Raw nas made up for tne absence of a book 
of collected short works by Le Guin by making this book a massive 302 pages, thougn, 
so it offers its money’s worth in entertainment. The story, ’’Winter’s King, set in 
the World of LEFT HAND OF DaRKNESS, is undoubtedly the finest in the book; but none 
of the stories are disappointments, and that’s a compliment to any author.

—Cliff Biggers
CARD FROM ROBERT BLOCH (10-8-72):

"A hasty note to you both; and a big thanks tor FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE which I 
enjoyed. In particular I appreciate the reviews, which I generally find myself^agree 
Ing with. I’m also grateful for information on books I haven’t read—and, due uo 
lack of time probably will never get to road, SF is getting a bit too big for anyone 
to keep up with without unlimited time and money, so you’re performing a valuaolo 
and commendable service.” Rage Fourteen



1

THE EXILE WAITING. Vor.la N. McIntyre. (Nelson ncableday—$1.98) -ата11аЛ^ь

This is Vonda McIntyre's llrst novel, and astoemes^^ideLs^Earth 
She seems to be playing it safe here, using Гхеи- ?. b a racQ of pitiful, 
after The War, devastated by man at last, and populate у thsre
frightened leftovers of humanity. Natural^, a s x whose desire
mutants and that’s what the novel is a^out: a - P , accomplish her
to leave Earth for better worlds is the force that is driving her to j 
ambition at any cost.
Once again, the character of Mischa was only competent; I ^dn £ ^еаз^гю femaleness 
coning through, as I do whenever I read an Andre ""^~a“*Tmale with 
that I recognized. For all that names mean. Mason ruthless, no nof-
little changes necessary. Perhaps Mischa had to be this created! How-
inner core It all-in the harsh world of the future that the author 
ever, upon meeting Jan Hikaru and developing the beginning bring out the female 
more female; it could be that a male character is ne3e88a^ * the
traits in a character. Strangely enough, I must confess eave the reverse
book I thought Jan was female also; it was odd thay tie c imoression I got
sex impression from what they really were—at leasu tha wa 
from the book.
THE EXILE WAITING is a slow starter; I didn’t get really ^©rested i^the 
plight of the characters until about halfway through the * is an en_
and Mischa is about the time things begin to pick up. om * necessary tojoyable book to read; the author has created some interesting details necess^ to 
flesh out a world: the feudal system of civilization in w c p a* life
contrasted with the underground society of mutants wno have Qe twins'
of wandering because of their differences, and the pseu osi s, mQ3ns o^/oscha’s
whose brains are linked telepathically and who can provi e e - ' "
escape from Earth. If you can stick with the story, it is novel,
your time, if for nothing more than the pleasure of reading an

THE STOCHASTIC MAN. Robert Silverberg. (Harper & Row — $7}

In the past eight years, Silverberg has.proven ^elf. as a 
the equal of any figure in the field. Beginning with Bo . л..,-™
began moving out of the strictly-SF field and into a more .uman, in “
fiction—and it’s a style that he’s handled well, for every ^°ye а о P ' '
then has been an excellent combination of science fiction an in erna Пс. у - 
ths main characters.

THE STOCHASTIC MAN is no exception to this general pattern; while it is o. e 
moot science fictional works in the-past four years, it still devotes e
de/elopment/destruction of a character. Lew Nichols. Nichols is a s oc a. .- ,4"" 
an individual able to see into the future, figuratively, and make amazixxg-y a-ciua^e 
predictions regarding public opinion; this makes him a prime candidate foi a campaign 
administrator for an up-and-coming presidential candidate. The novel begins^ uo <<. . >r 
Lis directions when Lew comes into contact with Martin Carvajal—for Carvaja.-. is a 
true stochastic man, whose ability to see into the future via random glimpses is use- 
frl but uncontrolled. Nichols is quickly pulled into a tangled, interlocked relation
ship with Carvajal that costs him his job, his marriage, and threatens his sanity. 
Silverberg takes the readers into the persona of Nichols, allowing us to feel his 
- 'nfusion as ho comes to realize the futility of all he has done.

THE STOCHASTIC MAN is one of the small handful of novels written in the past year 
that is even slightly deserving of a Hugo nomination; and the fact that it’s Silver
berg’s next-to-the-last novel for a while, due to his retirement, will no doubt in
sure the book’s becoming a winner in Kansas City next Labor Bay, But a Hugo would 
not be a gift, bat a well-deserved honor for this novel; weak conclusion notwithstand
ing, THE STOCHaBTIC MAN is a cohesive, complex novel that fully demonstrates Robert



Silverberg1 s immense talent at depicting human b^ngs, with all their intricacies and 
irrationalities. This book is definitely worth getting in the Harper & Row hardcover 
it’s too impressive to wait on until the paperback edition is published.

—Cliff Biggers
G^RD FROxi JaIiES TIPTREE, JR. (11-13-75):

”Do I thank Susan, Cliff or Whom for your warm review of WARM WORLDS? Anyway, 
dear Whom, it brought joy to this moody, somber, superficial, joyless heart and al
though I am learning it isn’t quite conventional to thank reviewers, I couldn't re
sist.

"You’re quite right, too, of course—I have the insane idea that the Reader wants 
every word to- count and doesn’t want to be bored by redundancy and filler. So I swer 
to do what probably 9/10s of the readers wish I would not. Thanks for liking it; we 
really write for .our friends, you know. The strange, crazy, lovable, disreputable, 
quarrelsome network of those who..,.those who.... Oh hell. Those who need a hole in 
the ceiling.”

CLIFF COrlfENTS: Due to a foul-up in comminiaatien round here, I misunderstood Susan’?
intentions and put the reviewer- .redits on the contents page; the ini' 
tials immediately after the page number indicate the reviewer. This

was quite an awkward situation, since most people managed to miss it; thus, we'll re
vert to the post-review initialling with tnis issue, which is much easier to follow. 
The review of WARM WORLDS was by me, though, to s^ve you from looking it up.

.....((I’ve forgotten to credit a few 
reviews this time, though—see

THE lEARrS.BEST FANTASY STORIES.’’ Lin Carter. (DAW UI 1199 -- U.25) сплъепь3

Lin Carter is probably best known as an editor—during the time in which he was 
in charge of the Ballantine Adult Fantasy line, a great number of important fantasy 
works were issued or brought back into print. Don Wellheim must have been impressed 
also, for he has chosen Lin Carter to prepare for DAW an anthology of outstanding 
shorter works in the fantasy field. This sort of book is sorely needed today; now tha 
Ballantine has become more of a reprint company than an important publisher of new 
material, there is no major fantasy publisher (unless Centaur ^ress could qualify) 
in the mass-market paperback field. So DAW is now attempting to fill in tha gap, usin 
the editor who made the Ballantine Adult Fantasy line so successful.

Somewhere along the line, though, the magic failed; instead of producing an out
standing volume of fantasy, Lin Carter has put together a humdrum collection whose 
most outstanding work is scheduled for printing in Carter’s still-unavailable KADaTH-. 
Of course, the fault can’t lie solely with Carter; in all honesty, he's had awfully 
.Little to choose from in the past two years. But nonetheless, the reader should 
abx.e to expect a bit more for his money-

Carter's biggest fault is his ingratiating tendency to work his name or the name 
of one of his own works into virtually e^ory pore Carter overrates himself as
an author constnutly in this book, even •; the of using one of his own stui.es
in the collection., and a shoddy Thongor stor?/ at c ; it

While the boon is an overall disappointment, the appearance of a Hannes Bok tale.
• cwhl Quest/1 and an outstanding L. Sprague de Camp woik, "Tile Emperor’s Fan,” make 

"i; boarablo. The rest of the storu.es range from competent to fairly poor, and that 
makes 'DIE YE/.R’S BEST FaNTaSY STORIES a pretty critical statement of the quality of 
-antasy today. If these are the best, I;m glad.that I've managed to miss the worst.

-f you're a fantasy-buff like I am, this is worth picking up; otherwise, the money 
can bo bettor spent elsewhere. If only the overall quality had lived up to the stand
ards sot by the impeccable George Barr cover... __Cliff Bikers
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LETTER FROM ittKE GLICKSOHil: (10-lU-7^) ?agG Seventeen
’’For reasons maihly concerned with a lack of timo, 1 Шарлей-

adays, and thus most of your reviews are Wo^ks in progress, but there
joy the letters you got from various pros ^il Farmer 'books. If
isn’t a gruat deal one can say about a listing 47 .

•About the only sf book I've road of late has been Smith's iJCRSTRILM which ± 
thoroughly enjoyed (despite thinking the Ballantine package was mediovr.. at - 
I'm pleased to seo your favorable cements ' Ms but
pressed to explain the almost mythical reputation । 
it’s certainly an enjoyable and interesting wore.

"Being a native of Toronto, homo of Harlequin p.blishing empire Га-turally 
interested in reactions te.Laser Books andI and
of one of Elwood's now oraincta.ldron that I V-. se . fwget
seems like a very pleasant ±ellow, but I m a- - Vnqriq Di^clavo. Gardnerroading that Gardner Dozois gave й-om SSEDS OF UHM GE at last year s £
had an entire roomful of.fen in hysterics У ?™t£s ho road took
which Laser hau been giving away free at the , , . he must have had some-
on added depths of inanity from his clever rca x . > о „ - > reading my own copy
thing pretty poor to work with. When I eventually got around to
of the book I gave up after three or four pages, I’ve hoard that two of tae wsu

’ ' but that’s hardly a good percentage. B<t I’m sure
if only from Harlequin’s sophisticated distribution methods 

Seems a shame that sf should be further tamed with
seven Laser books arc readable
they’ll be a popular series
and Kelly’s attractive covers, 
such mediocrity.•.

I have to adait that I was most interested in the
reading of late has been in the fanzine area. You seen to have а логе _ ;
ti^n than I do, rating fanzine dealing wiih reviews and waters and sf above well ar„ 
fanzines which deal with non-profossional theraos, out that s okay. .
seeing other people reacting to the fanzines I’ve road and cithci J

I!

COMMENTS: I’m afraid I must disagree with you concerning
While Kelly is my favorite sf illustrator, his covers ioi ^i 
have been mass-produced hackwork with virtually none ... \ 

talent in evidence. I wish he’d improve the quality and vary the layout of t.i, no 
so as to eradicate the fooling of sameness.

THE BOOK OF PARADOX. Louise Cooper. (Bell 33h3 — kl.^b)

The Frazetta cover on this book leads you to expect yot another 4irc tt-rn
sorcery novel; instead, THE BOOK OF PaRAmOX is one of t c mas cni^m h, , > -
read in years, full of contradictions and convolutions that flow together to relate 
a marvelous story of death, levo and the search for a second life.

Соброг writes this ЬьЛ in conjunction with Tarct cards, sc that each chapter (and 
the introduction of each major character of the story) is tied in wi oc _
of card. This has its obvious advantages and disadvantages; while it ” '
the characters prodictible, it also helps keep the rodder in s ispenso ~s - g --, 
the development of the story—a paradoxical situation, but wh^t else would you expect 
with this book?

worth the cost of the book

And paradoxical it is; the conclusion of the novel is both satisfying and confound- 
inc, serving s a perfect accent to the book in its ontirity, ihis is a type of у тк 
th .t would suffer if it wore imitated—the originality is one of its primary di awing 
c ords—--It-t-g hip Twvif of j-RR-uROX itself is an onj yable two hours of reading, well

—Susan Biggers



POSTCARD FROM JOE GREEN (10/19/75 )s
”Many thanks for FR lu Very good, as usual* Wish I had as much time to read as 

you two* Am just now able to finish DUNE, after all these years.
"By and large I agree with your expressed tastes and preferences (the only 

judge a critic is, Шо we agree or- prior known books? If not, forget it! I on 
accept anyone’s judgement as automatically superior to mind. Of course, w en i comes 
to movie reviews, PLAYBOY is extremely reliable. If they hated it, I 11 like i , an 
vice versa.). But I can’t agree at alii on Cordwainer Smith. His style is not baa, 
just different! And Effective! You ignore his power of imagination, one of the fines 
in our field. And you couldn’t be more wrong about his short stories. Most of them 
are gems, brilliant and concis^ efforts to convey a unique vision. He was one о ' e 
best, I have been a fan of his since ’’Scanners” in 1950.”

SUSAN COMMENTS: Cliff did a double-take when he first looked over the card, because 
he thought he had recommended the Ballantine re

reading it, I can see how it might appear that ho irar putting aown the Smauh style, 
he wasn’t saying it was bad, just that he expected it bo be baa. When I rea tne 
book, my entire feeling was, ”if anyone else was -x try chia, •ncy4d fall on t eir 
faces.”' Smith takes something totally preposterous and makes ft work, somehow; I ve 
yet to try his shorter fiction, tut after receivi-ig a negative recommendation from 
Cliff and a positive rooommendati.on from you, 1*11 have to try THE bESl OF CORDWAINE.'. 
SMITH.

THE ELLUVON GIFT. Simon Lang. (Avon — $1.25)

THE ELLUVON GIET follows Simon Lang’s AIL THE GODS OF EISERNON as the second book 
of the Eisernon series. Chronicling the adventures of Science Officer Dao Marik 
aboard the intragalactic Federation sub Skipjack, it has all the ingredients of 
classic space opera.

‘ In THE ELLUVON GIFT we have the sudden appearance of a mysterious alien race. 
Inhere are they from and what do they want? Lang poses these questions as Conflict-, 
Tie writes a fast-paced, interesting tale of suspense and intrigue as his px'otagonist 
works to answer the questions posed. The book ends as Lang tries to sidestep tne 
issue with a fallacious answer and a promise of adventure to come.

In THE ELLUVON GIFT Lang is marking time. His whole purpose, I suspect, is to 
advance the character relationships from the first book and set up his third volume*. 
Well conceived and more fully developed, ALL THE CODS OF EISERNON is a better book 
than THE ELLUVON GIFT. While Lang gives some background from ALL THE GODS, it isn’t 
enough. You need to read both books.

Simon Lang uses a di ^concerting r-ixiu^ 
of well-worn cliches ant fresh idea?: in a 
vnd ting style that grips-, I enjoyed ilia 
first book ^ery much ripped through the 
second in a couple of flutings. For the 
reasons stated above, I was left with a 
bad taste in my head, and yet, here I sit 
with an itch to get my hands on the next 
bock.

—Wade Gilbreath



CARD FROM L. SPRAGUE DE CAMP: (16 Oct 1975)
"Thanks for the copy of FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE A & for the kind remarks about my 

Lovecraft, As for the less kind remarks, on a couple of points I agree with the re
viewer ard have tried, in editing the book for PB publication next year, to mend the 
faults complained of. It has been noted that Conover’s HPL is a more attractive man 
than mine; but that is only natural, since Conover was a pen pal of HPL only in the 
latter’s last year, when he had given up most of his more eccentric habits, poses ano. 
prejudices and was, one might say, at his best. My book, which includes his spoiled 
childhood, maladjusted adolescence, & psychoneurotic youth, is bound to give a less 

ж favorable impression,”

CLIFF COMMENTS: While I did note that your opinion of Lovecraft seemed to differ oj 
„ from my ’opinion of Lovecraft in portions of your HPL: А BIOGRAPHY,

there were no sections in which I felt you were presenting your opinion as total facu, 
I feel that many of the Lovecraftians who have devastated the book so resoundingly un 
print underestimate the ability of the reader to differentiate your biographical pre** 
sentation of data about nPL with statements based on your oplnionc. I’ve seen the 
issue raised that a biography should contain none of the writer:s opinions, only fact; 
I’m unwilling to accept that definition as a set standard for what a biography must 
be, because I feel a successful biography must be more than a compendium of dry facts. 
Whether the opinions agree or differ, I fuel that HPL: A BIOGRAPHY ia a valuable book 
to any fan of H.P. Lovecraft. When you become a fan of a specialized genre, or of a 
particular author’s works, you find that many of your fellowfen will engage in picking 
nits rather than looking at the overall presentation^ this seems to be the case with 
the biography. To be sure, I disagree strongly with some of your conclusions, but 
I can see how you drew them and do not see how a fair-minded reader can condemn the 
total biography for its opinion-content.

RED NAILS. Robert E. Howard. (Don Grant — $15)* Illustrated by George Barr,

Don Grant is a high-quality limited-edition publisher who has been involved in re
printing the entirity of R.E. Howard’s COW fiction in deluxe hardcover illustrated 
editions; RED NAILS is the fourth such volume, and is destined to sell out in almost 
as little time as the first volume, THE PEOPLE OF THE BLACK CIRCLE.

RED NAILS is an expensive volume, produced only for the avid Conan fan. It’s a 
slim book, 1Д2 large-sized pages,,printed in sepia on excellent paper and perfectly 
bound. It contains four color plates, four full-page June drawings and numerous small 
illustrations by George Barr, an excellent artist and the best illustrator in the 
series thus far.

*

Story-wise, this is typical -Conan material, although itte higher quality than
many of the Conan taler. RED NAILS is a story of swordsmanship and sorcery inside the 

у walls of a dead city; ii is a taJe of seductresses and warrior-women; it is a tale of 
adventure and suspense? This is the kind of sword and sorceiy at which Robert Howard 
excelled, and that makes it the most impressive book of the four to appear from Grant. 
I suspect, though, that those of you looking merely for reading material will be more 
satisfied with the Conan paperbacks from nowpdefunct Lancer (if you can find •’.hem 
used); these books from Don Grant are not for casual readers, but for Howardean col
lectors, and are prices commensurate with the quality of their production.

Only one complaint comes to mind on these Grant Conan volumes, and that is the 
lack of appeal of the grey dustwrappers with only a small line-drawing printed in red 
in the lower right-hand cover of each book; color dustwrappers would have been much 
more impressive and would have added immensely to the beauty of the books. Nonethe
less, RED NAILS is worth the investment if you can afford it and if you enjoy the type 
of sword and sorcery Robert Howard wrote. —Cliff Biggers
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THE EXPENDABLES. Richard Avery, (Fawcett — $1*25@)
#1 - The Deathworms of Kratos (P3306) #2 - The Rings of Tantalus (P33O7)

To start off a new series of pulp-style SF' of some quality, Fawcett could have dorp 
a number of things—for tuna tely, they did all the right ones. Two excellent covers 
by Ken Kelly—both of which relate to the stories—and a good cover price ($1.25) 
should help Avery become a high-selling author.

Both books aro very readable and moderately plausible. They bring to mind a eoup.v' 
of older science fiction series—Starwolf by Edmond Hamilton and Lucky Starr by Isaa<. 
Asimov—but definitely lack the juvenility of much space-opera SF.

The Expendables are misfits on Earth for various reasons—political, racial, men
tal, physical, etc.—and their job is to ^prove” planets for colonization^ since they 
are the least likely to be missed.

Avery has taken the overpopulated, resource—depleted^Earth scenario and added a^ 
now twist; faster-than-light travel and teleportation have been provon to work, but 
people must be put into suspended animation to avoid insanity during the trips. 
Robots do the work on the FPL trips to enable the human population to arrive on the 
new planets, n^rovonn for colonization, in excellent physical and mental health.. 
The Expendables could be risked, however: and they take quite a number of risks in 
these first two books, and no doubt will take many more in the books to come.

In the first book, THE DEhTHWORMS OF KRATOX, we meet the Expendables, led by 
James Conrad, stripped of his Space Service rank for disobeying orders. Alter a goon 
bit of series preparation, Avery gets into the actual story, a routine plot of planet-- 
proving that involves the overcoming of Deathworms—3 meters in diameter, 90 meters 
long and highly destructive. Routine, but competently done.

THE RINGS OF TANTALUS expends the group with the addition of h new members, one 01 
whom is a sabotour for the Third World Nations. His job is to prove that the money 
going into the Expendables project should be spent on trying to improve a dying Earbht 
Once again, the plot is predictable formula work, but on a higher level than much of 
the pulp-type SF being done today.

I hope to see many more of these; they are for the hardcoye SF fan (and pulp fan) 
and the emphasis is one action and adventure. Theyfre highly recommended.

—Barry Hunter

THE GREEN GENE. Peter Dickinson. (DAW UI12C7 — $1.25)

Petor Dickinson is a British author who keeps turning out very British SF along the 
lines of Edmund Cooper or Richard Cowper. His books are enjoyable, well—paced and 
manage to pull off the most ludicrous plot-devices very smoothly—and there is no ?
better example of this than in THE GREEN GENE.

Dickinson takes a whimsical plot idea and handled it in an extremely-deadpan 
fashion; in 'THE GREEN GENE, all the Celtic peoples have turned green, thereby causing 
all sorts of racial tensions between the verdant Celtics and the traditionally-hued 
Saxons. Then an Indian,f?etQn Humayan, claims to be able to track down the gene that 
causes the green coloration and is immediately brought to England, where he serves to 
present to the reader an outsider!s look at the racially segregated culture that has 
grown up around the green/pink racial tensions.

The book offers a very satirical look into English culture, and at the same time 
tells a well-paced story of suspense, espionage and strife in a country torn between 
two races. Dickinsons bizarre characters give the book a remarkable flavor, accent
ing the humor of the story perfectly. All in all, THE GREEN GENE is one of the better 
ways to spend a buck and a awter nowadays. —Susan Biggers
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к HANDFUL OF FANZINE REVIEWS
' by Cliff Biggers

+n trades, convention purchases, etc.,
This has been a good timu //^^anzines for review this time-more, in fact, 

I’ve accumulated quite a large stock о through. Some reviews are included in 
than either of us can possibly hope to get^throug  ̂ carry over until FR #o.
this issue; the fanzines we don't get to will n-v

The highlight of the past few months £h® Canton, OH
sixth issues of OUWORLDS, published by BillBowers I .g so th
44?2o). The 25th issue is primarily LoCs, but the J familiar with prior issues of 
the issue makes interesting reading for anyo , come through the mails in
OW or not. The 26th issue, though, is by Dick Geis’ SFB; and thatH
many months, managing to usurp the P^ .. д,^ Koonta dispute comes to a head eiA
a hard feat to accomplish. The Piers Anthо J/D issue out of the vague shadows
dual articles/columns, which help to bring _ Roontz/Anthony battle. hrvid
it had been in and present readers with facts " the^Koon / the fannlsh
Gerrold has some important things to say regarding ^P toderson pr9
clioueishness that seems to have recen у 8 nolicv one I disagree with almost 
sents a provocative article on American to. And of course there's
entirely but must nonetheless give serio ls the cement that pulls the
the casual, smooth writing of Ball Bowers.him^ oogt>
entire thing together, A four - is well

SF ECHO presents a double issue, 23 & 24, HL 61604;.
worth the «2 that it costs (from Ed Connors, 1805 N ™ olleotion of finish 
SF ECHO is an odd-sized, bound fanzine a P ’ 4 informal and low-key. The only 
articles, columns and LoCs. It s very unp - devoted to the results Ox a
liability this issue has is the extreme amoun P s and the question/answer
poll handled by Paul Walker; this rakes up ^b(^ x у p |an»ine Wat tekes hold of 
session really becomes tedious after a while. bis can4t prevent your
the reader quickly, though, and even overlong sections iik

enjoyment of _t. there’s always WDRO, from Robert & Juanita
Speaking of fanzines that take ^“^J^PXns are $3 for 5 issues, which 

Coulson (Rt. 3, Hartford R The Coulson family contains a number ox
is a low price for the maternal you *#233 also contains non-Coulson material
entertaining writers, and t^ la to - . ^u > and cat fcod by Michael Coney,
by Bob Tucker and a hilarious р-ьв j term (with some disdain) ”mim-
My only complaint is the exclusive u— • _ dislike a book, because they
reviews;" I never feel I know wfe accept a three-line comment as a
never let the review develop fuj.ly. bp . to fall into the classification. If 
review, and ten-twelve lines just y^ reviews> though, you’ll have absolu-

mini-reviews notwithstanding. 4

WONDER POINT #2 is a bit of а Sis-Woiniment after ^ mos^of the mat- ’
but still shows promise. The P^^isappoinment^is that” I've been informed 
erial alluded to in the firs^ issue, Birdie interview... Some good re-
„ Sue, bit I -а- >—«» -”
views, fair artwork and a p - Yrnmp) fill out the issue. My
the stilted grandio~dl^ & £orrecti^ of errors in Gary Steele's con
primary сгхЪis on . p u ■ q.,«to -AAHershw would have seen the con;eprt L Kivercon; outside of apas, none of Sue's readers hipwou 1 subscription
-«purt, making the correction useless. Worth trading , Quality than
should be worthwhile; being produced at a con, u i KY 40217).
future issues should be. (Sue Phillips, 936 Packard, Louisville, 4 21



... WI 53S18) sends along a copy »f FAN P
Reger Sween (Box 408, PlatteVlil , of fanzines he has received, co ,

RECORD #4, which is nothing more than b nd hrase to use, ъесаим
frequency, and contents. "Nothing more contoary> j found Roger's 11^
that implies a disappointment with reeom^end that all fanzine editor- se d ■ 
ing to be invaluable, and furthermore I recomen ^areoeives in here, and list- 
copy of their zine in trade. He lists ev У a publicity. If ^u don
ing alone should be valuable о e a5 a buying guide with super re °’publish a fanzine, this issue can be utilized a- a tayi h6p6 the
if you wish to subscribe, send Roger «3 runring: it's assured of a fine reccm-
response is enough so that Roger can keep M inning, 
mendation from me for the duration 0 • Canosa Court, Westminster,

And there's DON-^SA® #43, from ^.s experiences with Aussiecon,
GOLO 80030); this issue is pri arily - oh^off his talent at personal fanwri 
and the long’report gives Don a chance to show & the countless re-
I was most impressed with the quail У ° g than a convention schedule in re ro 
ports I*ve seen that seemed t0 btu°^vb°ne etc^^this report gives us shards of 
epect, .r a listing of who ate with whom when, ^gon>P Ho price listed that I
memory, feelings, impressions, ano a * about getting a copy; it'3 uel1 wor 
can find offhand, but write him and find out aoou g 
ing for any fan of superb writing.

я##

S! ■“ ” ’**’
tween now and then. -io* usin? some Heyer

For the variation in printing in this issue, wefor PR, because 
stencils we had purchased from nearby ans pro * tendenoy t, hyper-thin lines 
they were rather old, and as a resul / seemed to qualify for the honor,
and to chop out "o”s, "B"s, and any th tB pioh p2660s, which provide
Next issue will be done on the old s-an У’^^ WDrds dontt gripe to us about the 
ent reproduction at a reasonable co • already know about it. •
printing--we hate it as much as you do, and we already mno Next yR 1S

’ . v- И-ег you receive this one. bet's hope we succeed.
due out about six to eight weeks at oer you receiv -------------------- ------------------ _--------------
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